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 Aims and Objectives of the Educational Excurtion.
1. To promote learning through outdoor
interaction a sense of appreciation for
the wonders of the earth and exposes
one to a wide variety of cultural and
geographical ecosystems.
2. To acknowledge the life of people
in Western Maharashtra especially
Western Ghats.
3. To Enlighten and motivate the
students to preserve the Biodiversity
like Western Ghats
4. To encourage the students to inculcate
the value of togetherness and love
for each other and culture of India.
5. To create the interest about
environment conservation among the
students through Sahyadri Mountain range.
6. To motivate the students towards habit
of reading.
7. To introduce the students with the
various types of literature and books
from all languages.
8. To make students aware about the
geographical locations, structures
and natural heritage in Maharashtra.
9. To acknowledge the children with
importance of geographical places and
it is a good recreation time for the students.
10. To organize educational Excursions
become a part of the curriculum
to offer students practical knowledge
and hands- on experience in addition to
the theoretical know how.
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 Role of Educational Excursion
1. On educational excursions, students
are excited and energized.
2. Excursion allows them to acquire
fresh perspectives based on their presence
in an informal environment.
3. During transportation, students come
across several different kinds of places,
and are able to see a different side of
the country.
4. Excursion opens up endless possibilities
to understand the world.
5. The best part about a school excursion
is that student doesn’t have to give any
written tests.
6. They are able to learn at their own pace.
In order to learn something new, they
don’t have to meet the idea of a set
curriculum.
7. A school excursion is based on an
interest driven approach to improve
the overall learning and development
of students.
8. The most fun and pleasant time is on
the transportation from one city to
another. It allows students to witness
things from a fresh perspective, while
trying to learn more about new situations
in an informal environment.
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Schedule
Day
Day
1

Time

Event/Activity

9:00pm

Move from Latur

7:00am

Arrival in Mahabaleshwar hills Station, Check in at Resort and Fresh
n up, post breakfast move for sightseeing

10:00am

Move for Mahabaleshwar Sightseeing points covered Echo Point,
Hunter Point, Tiger Spring, Malkum Point, Window point, Castle
rock, Monkey Point, Main Aurther seat & Dinosaurs point.

12:00pm
Day
2
1:30pm

Move for Old Mahabaleshwar Temple
Lunch

3:00pm

Move for Venna Lake for Boating ride

5:00pm

Move for Mahabaleshwar Market Shopping and enjoy Hill station
experience throughout the tour

6:00pm

Move for Hotel, after fresh n up , we will start DJ dance and bonfire.

9:00pm

Delicious dinner and taking rest.

7:00am

Great experience of Hill Station Mahabaleshwar, fresh n up, post
breakfast check out from Hotel move for sightseeing

10:00am

Move for Bhilar (Village of Books)

12:30pm

Lunch

Day 2:00pm
3
3:00pm

Visit Parsi Point
Games Point area

5:00pm

Table Land with pack refreshment

7:00pm

Left Panchgani and Move for Latur

8:00pm

Dinner

Day
7:00am
4

Arrival at Latur. Tour Ends with Sweet Memories!!!
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A Report on Educational Excursion to Pune
(November21 to 24, 2019)
“Learning should be a joy and full of excitement. It is life's greatest
adventure; it is an illustrated excursion into the minds of the noble
and the learned”.
Day 1

A place where history rules, a city which has history in all its magic
all over.With many attractions in Mahabaleshwar and Panchgani.The
places are not just a renowned industrial and educational hub but also
ideal places for the Educational Excursion.
Excursion was organized with the prior permission and guidance of
Honorable Principal. Educational Excursion was planned on 21-11-2019.
Students from classes 6thand7th availed the pleasure of the Excursion.
Total 129 students along with 6 teachers left on their destination from
Latur at 9.30 pm on 21-11-2019. The students were ferried in three travel
buses overall.

Bus Poojan at the time of Departure by Hon. Vice-Principal
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Guidelines by the Hon’ble Principal Sir before Departure
Escort Teachers
1. Mrs. Jyoti Randale- Co-ordinator
2. Mr. Balasaheb Rathod
3. Mr. Mr. Datta Itbare
4. Mrs. Shilpa Gaikwad
5. Mrs. Archana Shelke
6. Mr. Digambar Balne
“Travelling- it leaves you speechless, then
turns you into a storyteller” – Ibn Batuta
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Departure:
All the excited students arrived
in the school at about 8.00 pm, and
got assembled according to their
groups and responsible teachers.
The coconut-breaking ceremony,
which is considered auspicious
before starting a journey, was
carried out by our beloved principal
sir. Then, the students got
themselves arranged and seated into
their respective buses. Our principal
sir enjoyed taking selfies with all
the students in all the buses. And so,
the journey to Mahabaleshwar
started with happy, smiling faces
and a positive atmosphere.
There was a wonderful sound
system in all the buses and a movie
system was available, where all
students watched different movies.
Students enjoyed listening amazing
songs which made them sing and
dance too. Everyone ate delicious
snacks and played fun games. And
then, all the tired students took rest
and slept for the next day’s
enjoyment & fun.
“Even though you're growing
up, you should never stop having fun”.
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Day 02
Park Yard Resort
After reaching Mahabaleshwar at
07 AM at Park Yard Resort
which
is
situated
amidst
picturesque green hills. The chilled
wind did not seem to affect us
anymore. All of us were enjoying
the amazing wonders of nature
through the bus. Really, our eyes
were wide open to see the deep
valleys, high mountains and
flowing rivers. Our heart was
overwhelmed with the scenario
and the cool breeze. When we saw
the resort, we were glad & amazed.
It is situated amidst the nature, all
around it are mountains & tall,
green trees. We were so glad to see
the
monkeys.
They
were
everywhere, just outside our
windows in the galleries.Students
were grouped in three’s and rooms
were allotted to them. The rooms
were
very
luxurious
and
comfortable.
Everyone got freshen up and
moved to have some delicious
breakfast. After breakfast students
were excited and got ready in time
and left for different points in
Mahabaleshwar. These are the
Arthur’s sea point, Echo Point,
Hunter Point, Tiger spring,
Malkum Point etc.
The best moments in the life are the
moments which are spent with the friends
in the trip.
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Incredible Points
“Never measure the height of a
mountain until you reach the
top”
It was a great experience for
the children to visit the various
points.
Students
were
acknowledged with the natural
heritage and got pleasant by beauty
of nature

Echo Point
It is named after the lovely
daughter Kate of Sir James
Malcolm, an authority of the
British raj, this point is also known
as Echo point. The geographic
location and structure of the hills
results into a total reflection of
sound resulting into an extremely
clear echo. Our students did
experiment and heard their echo.
Really, it was amazing to listen
your own echoed voice.
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Hunter Point
Another
attraction
of
Mahabaleshwar is the famous Hunter
Point lies in the western side of the
second
highest
peak
of
Mahabaleshwar Region. The Hunter
Point is loved by local folks and the
tourists as well. It is a favorite
destination for everyone visiting
Mahabaleshwar. The natural beauty
of Hunter Point leaves all visitors
spell bound. This point is enclosed on
all sides by mesmerizing valleys,
thick and dense forest cover and
woods along with high mountain
peaks. It provides one of the most
spectacular views of the nearby
valley named Koyna

Tiger Spring Point
Tiger spring is a 10 minute walk
away from the Arthur’s Seat Point
in Mahabaleshwat. The natural
thermal spring near the Savitri
River is believed to be infused
with spiritual powers. The shallow
waters are ideal to experience and
spend a solitary relaxing time
amidst the gifts of nature. As per
the natives tiger comes at night to
drink water and in old era British
hunters used to shoot from the top at
this point. The spring water is fresh

and we saw many tourists drinking
it. Even we tasted it; and its indeed
pure, fresh and potable.
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Arthur’s Seat Point
It is also popularly called as
Queen of the Points, original name
of the point is Madhi Mahaal. It is
also known as ‘Suicide Point.’
Located at around 13 KM from
Mahabaleshwar Market, Arthur's
Seat point is at height of 1470m.
Arthur's Seat is famous for floating
of light objects. If you throw light
things like cold drink cap in the
valley, it comes up again due to air
pressure (in the month of April
only). This point is named Arthur
Malet who lost his wife and 1month old daughter in a tragic
ferry accident in Savitri River.
Arthur used to sit here and stare at
the river. From Arthur's Seat Point,
one can see picturesque vista
having Kokan on one side and
Desh (Deccan) on the other.

Dinosaur’s Point
Mountains of Mahabaleshwar
resembles lots of feel like images
naturally seen, be it the Dinosaurs
like Mountain feel or the 3
monkeys of Mahatama Gandhi.
The guide says that if you see
properly from a particular point
towards this point of mountain.
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You can see an identical looking
image of a dinosaur.
These are excellent areas for
leisurely walks and to enjoy the
breathtaking natural beauty. After
the thrilling, breathtaking &
wonderful experience of all above
points, we moved to the temple of
Mahabaleshwar.
Malcoln Points, Hunter Point,
Tiger Spring Point, Arthur’s
Seat Point etc. are the nature’s
wonders. The natural beauty of
Hunter Point is loved by local
folks and tourists as well.
These points are located at
high mountain peaks.

Mahabaleshwar Temple
The reason for its popularity
is not only the story behind its
origin, but also the location and the
scenic beauty. Lord Shiva is the
presiding deity here. Set up amidst
the hilly terrain, this picturesque
temple glorifies the Maratha
Empire and its rule during the 16th
century. It was built by Chandra
Rao More in 16th century.
“We travel not to escape life but
for life not to escape us.”
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At Venna Lake Boat Club
“Boat is nothing without water
and man without his dreams!”
The reflection of greenery
and blue sky is found in Venna
lake in Mahabaleshwar and is
frequently flocked by visitors
from all over India. It is one of
the most famous tourist
attractions of Mahabaleshwar,
and its serenity is what speaks
for the place. The lake is
covered with tall trees and
grass all over. It is a man-made
lake and is not a natural one. It
surely is one of the most eyecatching places and is a mustvisit for all nature lovers out
there.What we enjoyed there a
lot is boating. There were no
big tides as in ocean, but the
amazing ripples. The boats
seemed as if fallen leaves in the
water. The sailors were rafting
the boats, and we were
enjoying
it
thoroughly,
forgetting everything. Indeed, it
is amazing to do boating with
friends & watch the nature.
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Mahabaleshwar is a hill station in
India’s forested Western Ghats range.
West of here is centuries old Pratapgad
Fort, while five rivers meet a Panch
Ganga Temple to the North.

Venna Lake is the famous tourist
attraction of mahabaleshwar. The
students enjoyed a lot the
boating.
It
was
amazing
experience for the students.

Lunch Time……
After a lot of enjoyment and
fun in various places students were
tired and hungry. There was an
excellent arrangement of the lunch.
Students had their lunch with
happy faces because there were a
lot of delicious dishes and tasty
menu. Having the lunch with
friends in trip is a different kind of
experience.

Students are enjoying
yummy lunch at Park Yard
Resort
Juggler’s Show
A juggler is someone who is
capable of keeping several objects
in the air simultaneously. The most
common props or objects that
jugglers use are balls, clubs or
rings but can be extended to
knives, fire torches or even
chainsaws.Now, it’s time for the
juggler’s show. All of us were very
much excited, as earlier it was not
a plan of our excursion. It was
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arranged in the open space in the
resort. There the juggler performed
many things, which we enjoyed a
lot. The way he was presenting it
was fabulous, making us all laugh.
His way of speaking was very
funny.
He involved the teachers to do
some juggling. It was really great
joy to see a live juggler’s show. He
entertained the students with a lot
of tricks
DJ Dance
Though the students were
tired due to whole day’s exertion,
the students gathered energy to
dance on DJ music. Various
beautiful songs that are Marathi
and Hindi were played by DJ
player and students danced a lot.
Intresting thing is that the teachers
also enjoyed DJ dance like
students.

Day 3
Next day students woke up at 7
A.M. and got fresh up and had
their breakfast. Students were
taken to Park Yard at 08.00 A.M.
Students enjoyed at Water Park
and different activities and rides
till 11 A.M.

“You can’t stop the waves,
but you can learn to surf.”
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The cool water turned into
warm due to the fun and energy of
the students. When we stepped into
water, we felt a kind of thrill. It was
a great joy to see childrenplaying in
the blue, chilled water. They were
jumping, splashing water on each
other, sliding down from a slide
into the water.

Horse Riding

“One can get in a car and see what man has made. One
must get a horse to see what God has made.”
It was the great and
adventurous experience for the
students and that is the horse
riding. Students were so excited to
ride the horse. And they were so
much happy that they had got the
opportunity in excursion. When
horse used to jump, the students
who were sitting on back used to
shout with joy. Really the students
enjoyed a lot the horse riding.
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Bhillar: Village of Books
Pustakanch Gaav (English: Village
of Books) is a special library in
Bhilar, Maharashtra that was
opened on May 4, 2017.It is based
on the concept of another Village of
Books in UK named Hay on Wye.
Students were appreciating the new
theme and the village in which every
house has library.

Fun Town
Students’ amazing attraction
was the Fun Town. It is just
nearby MAPRO. There, students
enjoyed different kinds of rides &
dashing cars etc. Fun Town
presents the perfect getaway from
the busy schedules for everyone.
It has a wide range of rides for
small kids as well. Another
adventure was a giant balloon ride
on water. And the other amazing
ride was dashing cars.
“Sometimes having fun with your best
friend is all the therapy you need.”

Mapro
Mapro is a famous tourist
attraction settled in the beautiful
hill station of Panchgani. Mapro is
famous for delicious Products, a
brand name associated with
delicious fruit-based products.
Students did a lot of shopping.
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Table Land
A plateau is a leveled area of
land, plain at the top, like a table.
Therefore it is known as a table
land.Table Land, at 4,550 ft above
sea level, is the highest point in
Panchgani. This volcanic plateau is
Asia’s second longest mountain
plateau after Tibetan platue.
The place also has several
activities like horse riding, merry
go rounds, mini trains, food stalls
and a couple of game counters. It
is a popular Bollywood shooting
spot

……and Farewell to
Mahabaleshwar
After spending wonderful two days
now it was time to say good bye to
the greenery, mountains, cool
weather and fun of Mahabaleshwar
and Panchgani. Students were very
sad to depart the location.
But as per the schedule it was
necessary to leave for Latur. Parents
were also very eager to listen the
experience of trip of their children,
so they were also waiting.
“Sunsets are so beautiful that they almost seem as if we were looking through the
gates of Heaven.”
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Travelling With Fun

Park Yard Resort
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Pet Pooja……..

Fun in Water
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Memorable Moments………

Sweet memories remind us of the roads we have traveled and the people we have met.
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In the Lap of Nature

Fun and Games……….
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Horse Riding and Boating

Excursion Ends with Sweet Memories……..

Thanks A Lot to
All the Parents
for Your Amazing
Support and
Valuable
Cooperation……
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Parents’ Feedback……………….
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VI Jasmine: MadhaleTanushriUddhav,,.Pawar Ashish Ravindra, Krishna Chamwad Pundlik, Ambekar Krishna Datta , Bharati
Shreyash Dharmveer , Dongre Satish Omprakash, Ingole Om Sunil, Bhade Ayush Kulbhushan, Nade Ashutosh Abhijeet, Pawar
Mayur Sanjay
VI Lotus: JawaleYash Sudarshan, Thormote Soham Ramesh, Pawar Adarsh Shivaji, Jadhav Abhiraj Prashant, Patne Krushna
Mukteshwar, Kulkarni Aditya Sagar, Burkutne Sainath Shankar, Bnakar Manas Ravindra, Bodke Sanchit Anil, Mane Mayuresh
Suresh, Bhandare Harshwardhan Satyawam, Wagalgave Satyam Vilasrao
VI Rose: Tapdiya Janvi Amol, Salunke Gopinath Manoj, Patil Ajinkya Pramod, Bamankar Yash Ramesh, Dudde Sohan Dharmraj,
Suryawanshi Pushkraj Bhalchandra, Alandikar Krishna Tanaji, Barmade Pushkar Ravishankar, Gaikwad Shrihari Vinod, Lomte
Rajwardhan Sahebrao, Manale Aditya Santosh, Shinde AtharvaYuvraj, Taur Ashlesh Balasaheb
VI Lily: Lakal Anushka Bhausaheb, Patil Sanika Santosh, Thakur Palak Mangesh, Patil Pranjal Punit, Munde Suyash Shivaji, Chate
Shubham Shyamsundar, Surywanshi Pruthviraj Pradip, Tambade Shivam Vishnu, Magar Shreyash Shahaji, More Arnav Ajitpal,
Pange Adesh Ramesh, Pathak Parth Atul, Pati lSuyash Vasantrao, Shete Sarthak Shivling, Bhamble Jairaj Pralhad, Deshmukh
Pruthiraj Sachin, Istalkar Sumit Satish
VI Aster: Waghmode Devyani Gunwant, Solanke Aditi Balasaheb, Raut Aditi Harshwardhan, Shinde Vedant Parshuram, Dhoot
Piyush Shital, Motegaonkar Aditya Shivraj, Shingare Shravan Shrinivas, Patil Ayush Yogeshwar, Khodave Prajwal Prabhu,
Tondare Naresh Mahesh, Chalukya Aryatej Santaji, Jagtap Keshav Ajay, Gaikwad Parth Somnath, Pilaji Shrikrishna Santosh,
Birajdar Vedant Kishor, Jadhvar Kunal Shashikant
VII Jasmine: Sanchita Mahadev Buke, Prathvi Ravindra Reddy, Shambhavi Sandeep Halge, Mansi Santosh Gore, Pranjal Anand
Bhosle, Samruddhi Balaji Shelke, Samarth Bapusaheb Deshmukh, Aditya Rahul Ige, Aditya Vilas Bacchewar, Shreyas Uddhav
Adawale, Rohan Ramesh Biradar, Prajwal Vaibhav Kandarkar, Prthviraj Dinesh Jadhav, Prathamesh Kumud Lobhe
VII Lotus: MahiSandeep Bang, Pratiksha Ishwar Fawade, Prerna Anand Kharat, Mugdha Rajendra More, Anjali Jayram Patil, Arya
Deepak Chavan, Janhvi Santosh Bhosle, Tanishq Sachin Rathi, Suyash Kumar Kolekar, Shreyash Santosh Tikambare, Avishkar
Dharmraj Suryawanshi, Arjun Tukaram Jadhav, Vedant Sadhu Gawali, Prithviraj Prashant Nakhate, Athravaraje Bhausaheb
Manjrikar, Arjeet Jairaj Mundhe, Varad Vijay Patil
VII Rose: Samruddhi Deepak Shitole, Sejal Sachin Hude, Rahi Mahendra Bikkad, Komal Vitthal Dongre, Shivani Girish Randale,
Shreshtha Sachin Solunke, Shriniwas Ramesh Pawar, Arnav Amar landge
VII Lily: Aarti Vijaykumar Bidve, Snjana Sachin Padile, Janhvi Narayan Muskawad, Vaishnavi Jaisingh Patil, Sanskruti Rajendra
Bawale, Priya Harishchandra Mogarge, Kasish Bhagwan Ade, Shravni Bapurao Upase, Narayan Rajesh Kawthekar, Omprakash
Dilip Role, Omkar Satish Biradar, Parth Pravin Pawar, Yash Ramesh Kendre, Samartha Deepak Mandade
VII Aster: Arohi Satyaprem ware, Janvi Santosh Kasale, , Vedant Hanumantrao Lakde, Aditya Manoj Suryawanshi
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